Specific comments gc-2020-6

17-18 Use the legitimate original names of the Institutions
21 replace didactic with educational
22 remove some
34 the year is missing in the reference
36 In our opinion better at the beginning of the sentence
36-37 rewrite the sentence in a more legible way
39-40 6-14 years old students
48 to make easier the text reading, put citations at the end of the sentence. if you cited in this way, the reader expects a citation in the references (that is not present)
56- 58 – 122 -132- 145 to make easier the text reading, put citations at the end of the sentence
92 to make easier the text reading, put citations at the end of the sentence. The citation is missing in the references
94-96 rewrite the sentence in a more legible way
117 the year is missing in the reference
148 I didn't catch the relation between this example and the previous concept
157 replace but with However,
165 replace didactic with educational
176-177 remove parenthesis
181 for high school students
185-186- 187 remove the sentence after young children
195-196 remove the sentence
203 to 206 remove parenthesis and by students
209 workshops participants
215 remove parenthesis and but
218 remove parenthesis and parties involved
225 replace but it is precisely here that with . In this contest
to do so the conductor should be very skilled on the topics and prepared on educational approach in contrast with what you say at line 268

too long sentence, not clear the meaning

how and for whom it may be available?

48 40x40 cm cards

replace covered with game

Questions are already established in the game or is based on conductor knowledge?

which case?

INGV Laboratorio di Grafica e Immagini (in italian)

replace Second Grade secondary with High. Insert (Figure 7). After adults

remove the sentence after adults

– 504 INGV Laboratorio di Grafica e Immagini (in italian)

replace eras with age

primary and kindergarten school students

remove after students… to age
The story's arguments you use are critical for children's visual questionnaire interpretations. How do you handle it?

This sentence it is not clear. The figure citation should be put at the end.

Difficult to manage the analysis, in drawing children are free to represent and imagine, in this case the choice is necessarily limited to what you propose. It is not clear the block identification assessment.

this is a critical point. Before stating that it will allow… you should test it.

what do you mean for unconventional educators?

replace Guccinelli….Factory) with the Steam-Factory Team.

too long and not clear sentence

how do you probed? ..

remove regulate…. 2019)

remove planetary

remove parenthesis

figures citation at the end of the sentence

during PCTO experiences

remove figure citation and

in parenthesis replace with figure

not clear

replace the concept( ...) with complex concepts

Add a conclusion paragraph expanding and arguing this final part. Remove We can assume that the Questionnaire result highlight the importance of…

replace indicate with indicating

not clear
493 replace *didactic* with educational

497 remove *We easy understand how*
Through games and image we can more easily arise…

498 replace *other ages* with users remove *of course*
replace *to choose* with in choosing

405 Francesca Di Laura is a co-author of the paper, so other acknowledgement are not necessary

506 -509 replace with
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